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EcoSuite – All data on the screen 

The EcoSuite software tools support users 

in their work with gas metering devices. The 

offered functions are neutral, which means 

that the interface and the operation are always 

the same, no matter who the manufacturer of 

the device is and regardless of the protocol.

These tools comprise a vast range - everything 

from data management to data retrieval to 

process visualization. They can be acquired 

individually and consolidated under a single 

interface.

Moreover, all modules are also suitable for 

individual use and available for licensing 

in various expansion stages, from the free 

“basic“ version to the „professional“ version, 

which offers the complete functional scope.

The EcoSuite modules are optimized for min-

imal system requirements, which means that 

the basic version can even be started up from 

a USB flash drive or a CD-ROM.

From data management support 
to process visualization
Our EcoSuite is designed to cover all issues that 

are relevant for gas metering. This begins with 

an interdisciplinary device management, which, 

regardless of the manufacturer, type of device and 

the protocol used to retrieve data, consolidates 

all device data under a single interface and even 

includes the online visualization of processes, e.g. 

during the gas analysis.



From sensor support  
to complex bus systems
In keeping with the EcoSuite’s objective, which 

is to integrate all disciplines that are relevant for 

gas metering applications, the support begins with 

the Eco-PT sensor, continues with parameter vis-

ualization and even includes complex bus system 

archive retrievals. 

The solution does not only support RMA units, 

such as EcoSonic X12 and EcoSonic X12+ or 

EcoSpectro, but also devices from other manu-

facturers. To achieve this, the general MODBUS 

and System Bus protocols are implemented in the 

EcoSuite.

Everything under a single interface
No matter whether you need data management, 

data retrieval or process visualization support or 

whether you are using modules of the EcoSuite or 

even external programs such as MS Excel, not only 

are all of the programs for device support utilized 

by the respective user started up from the same 

interface, but they are also interlinked with each 

other. To this end, all EcoSuite modules follow the 

same simple operating philosophy: “If you know 

one, you know them all.”
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And there’s more to come
We start where others stop! We develop our 

EcoSuite modules in partnership with users. We 

always stay up-to-date on their latest demands 

and implement them. 

Right now we are for instance addressing the 

needs of dedicated users who are gas grid opera-

tors and storage enterprises.

The highlights at a glance 

Simplest possible installation

Minimal system requirements

All modules and functions are consolidated 
under one interface - which is always the same.

One device management solution, regardless of 
the type of device, manufacturer and protocol. 

Comprehensive support for RMA units, such as 
the EcoSonic and the EcoSpectro.

Multi-manufacturer support via Modbus and 
System Bus.
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